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BREAKDOWNS:

CLOSING NOTES:

1. So next Raw's main event will be triple threat, please get Stephanie out early.  Please!
2. Ten points of interference?!  Even WrestleMania did not have that much.  That's the most of the year for any show so far.  Overdone, obviously.
3. Nice to see the actual wrestling up from the dismal amount on Raw.  Most of it was good to.  Odd to see a constant decline from the first, save the sixth match, of course.
4. Bringing in XPac to the nWo is not the most compelling choice, but a good move no less.
5. To see who goes where should be interesting.  Good reason to watch on Monday.

RATINGS: I still continue with the system of using pre-match action and post-match to value a contest while giving the primary emphasis to the match itself which includes basic ring psychology, pace, mechanics and execution of move sets and high 
spots, the finish and its enjoy-ability, and how much the match advances a story line, if there is one to advance.  But another element that I must convey is that I let the opening match or two set a baseline and then perform some 
degree of comparison of later contests to the baseline.

NON-MATCH
SEGMENTS 
AND SCORES

1. Booker T v 2. Edge Singles

1SD 4:30.11 67 1-2-1-2*2*1 Had to like the basic elements in this one from match speed to some pretty good action.
Given length, a pretty good follow-up to their WrestleMania match.  Obviously, would 
have preferred a little more time.  Neutral on the interference.  Booker T picks up fourth 
win of his last six and Edge loses third of last five.  Quite good merits warranted.

1. Lita and Trish Stratus v 2. Ivory and Jazz 2v2Tag

2SD 4:16.84 53 2êi-2êi-2j-E-1êêl-2x-1t

Stratusfaction-Pin; Slow early on but settled OK, some suitable exchange here, light rally helps out.

Efforts from Stratus and Lita definitely up from last week.  Not the best of breaks but did 
move along steadily.  Ivory and Jazz complemented well enough and this one was 
capable as a result.  A light rally near the end worked in the match's favor.  No confusion 
in the end series a plus.  Some good marks for this one.  Similar in future efforts?

1. William Regal v 2. Diamond Dallas Page Singles

3SD 3:35.34 49 1-2-1-1-2*1

RegalStretch-KnockOut; Stable start, action led in OK and steadied, good speed overalêl, interference served.

This contest moved along pretty well with action steadily getting better throughout.
Christian's interference was nicely placed for some good effect coming off Page's 
interference on the recent Raw.  A little more speed than expected here with Regal 
involved.  Not driving, but finishing series worked here.  Good marks for time.

1. Tajiri w Torrie Wilson v 2. Test Singles

4SD 3:53.31 46 Mx-2-E-1-1-Mx-2

BigBoot-Pin; Broke OK/good, some swift exchanges, some light drive, progressed OK, held on.

Match started off well and contained some quick exchanges which were good for 
holding interest.  That aside, this moved along OK and had some drive mid-match and a 
few hard hits.  Would have liked a little more speed on the finish, however.  Nothing 
outstanding, but nothing glaringly bad either.  Elements combine for near par showing.

1. The Hurricane v 2. Mighty Molly SinglesIntergender

5SD 0:58.67Õ 03 2-1*

ÀSpinebuster-NoContest; Light substance within the match, sets up finish as only foreseeable goal.

Coming off of Monday (4Raw, 10), another set up to a Lesnar display with similar 
execution, but just as effective.  Interesting effect that Hurricane tries to walk away from 
fighting Molly, but if so, why really have the match at all, even under the given premise?
Only mild contact here; match did as supposed to but near-zero as standalone.

1. Hardy Boyz v 2. Billy Gunn and Chuck Palumbo w Rico 2v2Tag

6SD 3:37.62 51 Mx-1j-2c-1m*1m*2b

FameAssEr-Pin; Began fairly, managed some fair/good action amidst similar pacing, some convolution late.

Match speed and exchanges were OK throughout in this one.  Rico with a good outside 
showing in his WWF debut with a pretty ingenious type of interference late.  Speaking of 
the later part of the match, there was some convolution to detract from this.  Still, match 
was mostly balanced and did not drop off much anywhere.  Breaks par.

1. Kevin Nash w Scott Hall v 2. The Rock Singles

7SD 7:11.16 08 1*1*1*1-1-2*

¶ÀDoubleAxeHandle(TheRock); Moved slowly throughout, some gain later on, excessive interference, low draw.

This one was hurt a lot by the slow pace and was further hit by Hall's excessive 
interference.  This, perhaps, should have been expected given recent nWo showings, 
but it's detrimental just the same.  Match gained a little merit late, but no drive to speak 
of.  Sets up the post match segment, but match itself was uninteresting if not repelling.

WorstOfTheNight: 5SD TheHurricane v MightyMolly

BestOfTheNight: 1SD BookerT v EdgeTime: 7 Matches with 1 No contest (28:03.05) about 23.38 % of show time. Average Match Rating (6 Matches)

Extraneous Segment Aggregate

Overall Show Score

39.57

8.50

48.07

67

03Types: 5 Singles (1 Title Match, 1 Intergender); 2 Tag (1 Title Match);

10 instances of interference (4 meaningful); ” Meaningful interference
   1SD *KurtAngle (2, @2nd”)
   3SD *Christian ”
   5SD *BrockLesnar ”
   6SD *Rico (2, 2nd”)
   7SD *ScottHalêl (4, 4th”)

Title Changes: WilliamRegal NewWWFEuropeanChampion Turns: XPac officially joins the nWo.

¡Hogan arrives, Vince
 on leaving nWo, «1
 draft choice
¡APA/Regal on split
¡DDP on Regal's loss
 at WM, chal. DDP
 tonight
¡Nash/Hall on Rock
¡Garcia INT RVD on
 draft

(0) I think Hogan's going with Vince.

(+1) Still happy to bring the bad news is Regal.
(+0.5) Title change in the making?

(+0.5) They have a plan, I know it.
(+1) RVD has a good point, it will be a plus for
whoever gets him.

¡Steph/Y2J/HHH
 match changed to
 Triple threat, video
 package
¡Lillian INT Y2J on
 Raw Title match
¡Vince/nWo on
 match v. Rock
¡Lesnar's destruction
 continues

(+0.5) For the video humor.  As for the match...

(+0.5) Jericho finally figures it out.

(+0.5) nWo as a unit.  What about the other
teams?  That's not fair, but smart.
(+2) He is going to maim some people before he
is done.

¡UT hunts for Flair,
 says he hopes Flair
 drafts him
¡Billy/Chuck hire a
 new stylist, Rico
 on their attire
¡Post7SD Hogan 
 saves Rock, XPac
 attacks Hogan,
 Hogan branded

(+1) And I'm willing to bet he will.

(+1) That was actually pretty hilarious.

(+1) There's that plan in effect.  nWo redefines
"mark of a traitor."

WWF European Championship-G2

AxeKick-Pin; Slowed a little late, mostly held a good pace, some OK/good back and forth, pointed.

WWF Tag Team Championship-G1

Õ No belêl sounded, time calêled at first contact, initiating no contest.

SHOW ASSESSMENT: Four matches close together and around par, a quality opener, and two bad pieces (one which was understandable).  Non-match stuff helped out some.  OK/good show, considering.


